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Summary

As countless emails are sent through 

Exchange Online that contain business-

critical information, it’s of the utmost 

importance that you are able to get insight 

into any changes being made to 

configurations and permissions. Enter Lepide 

Exchange Online Auditor. With numerous 

pre-defined reports, real time alerts and 

advanced filters, you can interrogate changes 

to your Exchange Online environment to 

ensure that this cloud-platform remains 

secure.

Analyze Permission Changes

Ensure that you know who your most 

privileged users are and when permissions 

change.

Easy to Understand Reports

Overcome the limitations of native auditing 

through easy-to-read reports that provide 

instant value.

Schedule and Share Reports

The pre-defined audit reports in Lepide 

Exchange Online Auditor can be scheduled 

and shared with selected recipients.



Key Security Features for 

Exchange Online 

Lepide’s Exchange Online auditing solution tracks all 

changes made to Exchange Online permissions. 

Overcome the limitations of native Exchange Online 

auditing by providing reports that are readable, 

actionable and detailed.

Mailbox Permissions Analysis

Analyze permissions across the most critical 

mailboxes within your organization. Get detail over 

who has permissions to specific mailboxes, including 

“Send As” and “Full Access.” Monitor and alert when 

permissions are granted or revoked to mailboxes to 

reduce the risk of mailbox data being exposed and 

potential data breaches.

Analyze Permission Changes

Lepide Exchange Online Auditor monitors every 

change being made in the permissions of Exchange 

Online. When these changes are detected, alerts can 

be sent in real-time via emails to selected recipients 

or push-notifications to the Lepide Mobile App. 

Continuous permission monitoring allows 

administrators to take corrective measures whenever 

unwanted access privileges or administrative rights 

are granted to any user.

Granular Audit Reports

Lepide Exchange Online Auditor processes raw logs 

and displays the important information in an easy-to-

read report. One record, with answers to the “who, 

what, when and where” questions, is displayed for a 

single change. Before and after values for every



change are also displayed in order to give you 

context. All changes can be analyzed from both 

text-based reports and graphs.

Easy Report Sharing

Predefined reports can be delivered at periodic 

intervals through email or saved as a PDF, CSV or 

MHT file at a shared location. Once saved, users 

can be notified through email.


